Randomness in the sense of Martin-Löf can be defined in terms of lower semicomputable supermartingales. We show that such a supermartingale cannot be replaced by a pair of supermartingales that bet only on the even bits (the first one) and on the odd bits (the second one) knowing all preceding bits.
Randomness and lower semicomputable supermartingales
The notion of algorithmic randomness (Martin-Löf randomness) for an infinite sequence of zeros and ones (with respect to uniform Bernoulli distribution and independent trials) can be defined using supermartingales. In this context, a supermartingale is a non-negative real-valued function m on binary strings such that m(x) m(x0) + m(x1) 2 for all strings x. Any supermartingale corresponds to a strategy in the following game.
In the beginning we have some initial capital (m(Λ), where Λ is the empty string). Before each round, we put part of the money on zero, some other part on one, and throw away the rest. Then the next random bit of the sequence is generated, the correct stake is doubled and the incorrect one is lost. In these terms, m(x) is the capital after bit string x appears.
(If the option to throw away a portion of money is not used, then the inequality becomes an equality, and the function m is a martingale.) We say that a supermartingale m wins on an infinite sequence ω if the values of m on the initial segments of ω are unbounded. The set of all sequences where m wins is called its winning set.
Algorithmic probability theory often uses lower semicomputable supermartingales. This means that for each x the value m(x) is a limit of a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative rational numbers M(x, 0), M(x, 1), . . ., and the mapping (x, n) → M(x, n) is computable.
The class of all lower semicomputable supermartingales has a maximal element (up to a constant factor). Its winning set contains winning sets of all lower semicomputable supermartingales; this set is called the set of nonrandom sequences. The complement of this set is the set of random sequences.
This definition is equivalent to the standard definition given by Martin-Löf (e. g., see [1] ); sometimes it is called a criterion of Martin-Löf randomness in terms of supermartingales.
Some authors consider also a larger class of "computably random" sequences that one gets if lower semicomputable supermartingales are replaced by computable martingales (for simplicity, one can take rational-valued martingales). There is no maximal computable martingale, and a sequence is called computably random if any computable martingale is bounded on its initial segments. However, we keep Martin-Löf definition as the main one; in the rest of the paper "random" without additional adjectives means "Martin-Löf random".
Odd/even decomposition of martingales
One can observe that for computable martingales it is sufficient to consider separately bets on odd steps only and bets on even steps only to get the definition of randomness. We say that a (super)martingale bets only on even steps (or, in other words, does not bet on odd steps) if m(x) = m(x0) = m(x1) for all strings x of even length. (For instance, a martingale is not betting at the third step if after the third coin tossing the capital does not change, that is, if m(x0) = m(x1) = m(x) for every x of length 2. In terms of the game this means that one half of the capital is put on zero and one half is put on one, and in any case the capital remains the same.) Similarly, a (super)martingale bets only on odd steps if m(x0) = m(x1) = m(x) for every x of odd length. Now let us give the precise formulation of the observation above: for any computable martingale t there exist two computable martingales t 0 and t 1 such that t 0 bets only on even steps and t 1 bets only on odd steps, and the following holds: if t wins on some sequence ω, then either t 0 or t 1 wins on ω.
This implies that the winning set of t is included in the union of the winning sets of t 0 and t 1 .
Proof: Adding a constant if necessary, we may assume that t is strictly positive everywhere. Then we construct two martingales t 0 and t 1 as follows: on even steps, t 0 divides its capital between zero and one in the same proportion as t does, and t 1 does not bet (puts equal stakes on zero and one); on odd steps, t 0 and t 1 change roles. Then the gain of t (the current capital divided by the initial capital) equals to the product of the gains of t 0 and t 1 . Therefore, if both t 0 and t 1 are bounded on prefixes of some sequence, so is t.
In other words, defining randomness with respect to computable martingales, we may restrict ourselves to martingales that bet every other step (on even or odd steps only). A similar statement is true for the Mises -Church definition of randomness (that uses selection rules, see [1] ): it is enough to split a selection rule into two rules; one selects only even terms, the other selects only odd terms.
It turns out, however, that for lower semicomputable supermartingales (and MartinLöf random sequences) the analogous statement is wrong, and this is the main result of the paper.
Theorem. There exists a Martin-Löf non-random sequence ω such that no supermartingale betting every other step (on even steps or on odd steps) wins on ω.
This result will be proved in the next sections. Now let us point out its relations to the van Lambalgen theorem on randomness of pairs.
Any bit sequence α can be splitted into two subsequences of even and odd terms α 0 and α 1 . It is easy to see that for a (Martin-Löf) random sequence α, both sequences α 0 and α 1 are random. However, the converse statement is not true (trivial counterexample: even if α 0 = α 1 is random, the sequence with doubled bits is not).
A well-known theorem of M. van Lambalgen [2] gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the randomness of α: it is random if and only if α 0 is random with the α 1 -oracle and α 1 is random with the α 0 -oracle. (Informally, this means that even the player that can see any elements of α 1 before betting on α 0 and vice versa cannot win on any of these two sequences.) It would be natural to conjecture that there is no need to "look ahead" (choosing the stakes on the (2n − 1)th step, one does not need to use the bits at positions 2n, 2n + 2, 2n + 4, etc.). Surprisingly, this conjecture is wrong, as the theorem shows.
This can be considered as a paradox: imagine two referrees who toss a coin during some tournament alternatively (for even and odd days respectively); we would expect that if each of them does her job well (her subsequence is "on-line random" in the context of the entire sequence, see [3] ), then the entire sequence is random. The example constructed in this paper show that this is not the case if we define randomness in terms of supermartingales: it may happen the the entire sequence is flaw but the flaw cannot be attributed to one of the referees.
Construction of a game
We present the proof using a certain infinite game of two players called Mathematician (M) and Adversary (A).
Adversary constructs (enumerates from below) two supermartingales t 0 and t 1 (that make bets on even and odd steps, respectively). Mathematician constructs a supermartingale t. At each move, the players provide some approximations from below for their supermartingales; these approximations have only finitely many non-zero values and are itself supermartingales (betting on admissible steps only, for A's supermartingales). The sequence of approximating supermartingales is non-decreasing (the players cannot decrease the values already announced). Thus the moves of the players are constructive objects (can be encoded by binary strings, etc.). The players move in turn and can see moves of each other (so we have a perfect information game). Additionally, the values of all the supermartingales on the empty string are required to be 1 (this normalization prevents infinite limit value on any string).
The game is an infinite sequence of moves of the players; it determines three limit supermartingales. M wins if there exists a sequence ω such that M's supermartingale t wins on ω (is unbounded on the prefixes of ω) and both A's supermartingales t 0 and t 1 do not win (are bounded on the prefixes of ω).
Main Lemma. M has a computable winning strategy in the game. It is easy to see that this lemma implies the theorem. Actually, the standard argument (see [1] ) shows that there are two maximal (up to a constant factor) lower semicomputable supermartingales t 0 and t 1 of the type considered (making bets every other step). Let us run M's winning strategy against the enumeration of these two supermartingales by A. (Note that in this case A does not use the information about M's moves.)
Since the strategies of both players are computable, the limit supermartingale t is lower semicomputable. Since M's strategy wins, there is a sequence ω such that t wins on ω but both t 0 , t 1 (and therefore any other lower semicomputable supermartingale of the type considered) do not win on ω. The theorem follows.
It remains to prove the Lemma. In the next sections, we redefine this game as a game on an infinite binary tree and define versions of this game on a finite tree. Then we explain how to combine winning strategies for the games on finite trees into one winning strategy for the game on the infinite tree. Finally, we describe a winning strategy on a finite tree.
Games on finite and infinite trees
It is convenient to consider an infinite binary tree that is a "field" of the game described. The nodes of the tree are binary strings (x0 and x1 are children of x). The players increase the current values (approximations from below) of their supermartingales (one value per node for each supermartingale). "After the game ends" (the quotes are used since the game is infinite), a referee comes and looks for an infinite tree branch with the properties described in the winning conditions above.
Let us define an auxiliary game on a finite binary tree of a certain height h. As before, the players make their moves and increase the current values of their supermartingales (t for M and t 0 , t 1 for A). The supermartingales t 0 and t 1 satisfy the same restrictions as before: t 0 bets on even steps, t 1 bets on odd steps. The values of all three supermartingales in the root (on the empty word) are equal to one all the time. In the other tree nodes, the supermartingales are equal to zero in the beginning and then the players increase them step by step.
The game on a finite tree is still infinite. "At the end" of this infinite game, we consider the limit values of the supermartingales at the leaves of the tree to determine the winner. The winning condition will be quite technical, but the idea is as follows: M wins if there exists a leaf where M's supermartingale t is substantially greater than 1, while on the entire path to this leaf both A's supermartingales t 0 and t 1 do not exceed 1 significantly (actually, this is a "finite version" of the winning condition on the infinite tree).
Let us assume for a while (later we will need to consider a more complicated game) that M has a winning strategy for the following version of the game: M can guarantee that in one of the leaves t is greater than 2 while t 0 and t 1 do not exceed 1 on the path to this leaf.
Then this winning strategy for M can be used as a building block for M's strategy on the infinite tree. Indeed, we can start the second game on another finite tree whose root is the winning leaf in the first tree, but with twice more money. (This means that the actual M's moves on the subtree of the infinite tree are twice bigger that M's moves in the second finite game. In other words, we apply the winning strategy for the finite tree doubling all values of t.) In the limit, this second game gives a leaf (of the second finite tree) where M's supermartingale t exceeds 4 = 2 2 and A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 still do not exceed 1 (on the whole path from the root of the infinite tree). One more copy of the game is then started from this leaf (with factor 4), it gives 8 = 2 3 in some leaf etc. In the limit (where infinitely many finite games are combined), we get an infinite branch where t goes to infinity while t 0 and t 1 are bounded.
This description is oversimpified and ignores some important points. First of all, we should keep in mind that the game on the finite tree is infinite, and thus M must start the next round (on the second finite tree grown from the leaf of the first one) when the first game is still in progress (and therefore, the leaf chosen may be discredited later when values of t 0 and t 1 increase).
From the formulation of the winning condition on the finite tree, we see that the condition (for a certain leaf) can be fulfilled at some moment (t is large whereas t 0 , t 1 are small yet), and then be violated (when A increases t 0 or t 1 ). Note that after that the winning condition cannot be fulfilled again, hence a leaf cannot become a winning candidate for the second time.
Starting a new subtree from the current winning candidate (and discarding this subtree when and if this leaf is discredited), we get a picture like Figure 1 . The grey triangles represent subtrees where the game was started and then cancelled (the candidate in their root was discredited); the white triangles represent active (currently) games. The dots represent current winning candidates. (We may allow several winning candidates in the same tree and start new subtree for all of them; however, in the picture above this is not shown. In fact, we postpone new games and add the next tree of the same level only when the previous one has been discarded.)
Note also that in reality M should play against A on the infinite tree (and not against many adversaries on finite trees). However, the moves of A on the infinite tree can be easily translated into moves of the adversaries in the active games on finite trees.
By the definition of the winning strategy on the finite tree, M's supermatingale t doubles at each "level" compared to its value at the previous "level"; on the other hand, A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 do not exceed 1 along the entire path through the winning leaves.
Let us see what happens with this picture in the limit. At the first level the winning candidate may change only finitely many times. Hence, at some moment some candidate will be "final" and will never be discredited. The game in the subtree starting from this candidate will never be discarded and a winning leaf should appear there (and stabilize after finitely many changes), and so on. In the limit, we get an infinite branch where M's supermartingale t is unbounded while both A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 are bounded.
Game on a finite tree Informal discussion
We begin with some informal discussion, which may help to understand the idea behind the winning strategy for a finite tree game. However, the reader can safely proceed to the formal statement and proof (that uses a slightly different and more simple, but less intuitive, argument) if this informal introduction seems unclear.
Let us make several trivial observations. M wants to make the supermartingale t greater than 1 in some leaf. But this means that t must remain less than 1 in some other leaves (since the average, the root value, is 1). So what M really needs to do is to find leaves that are not "promising" and not to waste t on them, saving the money for the other leaves. In particular, M can skip the leaves that have already been discredited (t 0 or t 1 exceeds 1 on the path to these leaves). If we put some C > 1 in all the leaves except for some "discredited" one, then we are done: there exists some path on which both A's supermartingales are bounded by 1 (indeed, at each vertex one of the supermartnigales does not play and the other loses in some direction) and this path ends in a non-discredited leaf where we have put C. (To keep the average in the root not exceeding 1, we let C = N/(N − 1) where N is the number of leaves.) So, let us try to construct a strategy for M assuming additionally that A avoids discrediting leaves "in advance". M starts by placing some C > 1 in the leftmost leaf x. Then A must discredit x by making one of t 0 , t 1 greater than 1 in x or on the path to x. Note that if t 0 or t 1 is greater than 1 below x then some other leaves become discredited at the same time, and this should not happen according to our assumption. So A has to increase one of its supermartingales in x itself. Moreover, A has to increase the supermartingale that bets in x's parent u (say, t 0 ): the increase of the other supermartingale will mean its increase in u and therefore also on the way to x's brother y, so some leaf would become discredited before M spent money on it (and this should not happen according to our assumption).
At the second move, M places C in y. Now A cannot increase t 0 on the way to y, because then two more leaves (x's cousins z and p) would be discredited prematurely. Indeed, if t 0 exceeds 1 on the way to y, then (due to averaging in u; note that t 0 exceeds 1 in x) it exceeds 1 in u and also in its father v, since t 0 does not play in v, which makes other two grandsons of v (z and p in the picture) discredited. Therefore, at some point t 1 exceeds 1 in y (or on the way to y) and therefore in u (or on the way to u). Then we place C in the third (from left to right) leaf z and wait until A makes one of the supermartingales t 0 and t 1 greater than 1 in z or on the way to z. It could be only t 0 for the same reasons as above (otherwise z's brother p would be discredited). Next step is to place C in p and wait until one of t 0 and t 1 exceeds 1 in p or on the way to p. This could happen with t 0 only: indeed, if t 1 exceeds 1 on the way to p, then t 1 exceeds 1 in both u and q (p's father) and therefore in v (averaging) and w (v's father where t 1 does not play), which discredits four next leaves.
Continuing this process, we see that A is always forced to follow a certain pattern, if A wants to avoid spreading down the values of t 0 and t 1 and hence discrediting some leaves too early. To understand this pattern, we can imagine that each leaf contains a Boolean variable: its value (0 or 1) says which of t 0 and t 1 exceeds 1 in this leaf. Note that the values of these variables spread down by simple AND-OR rules: if the supermartingale bets in the node and exceeds 1 in both children of this node, it should exceed 1 in the node itself; the same is true if the supermartingale does not bet in this node and exceeds 1 in at least one of its children.
So the process resembles the evaluating of an AND-OR-tree whose leaves carry Boolean values and AND/OR-layers alternate. "Early discrediting" corresponds to the so called shortcut evaluation: unused variables correspond to the prematurely discredited nodes. It is easy to see that if A assigns values to the leaves of an AND/OR-tree (say, from left to right) and wants to avoid shortcut evaluation, there is only one way of doing so (except for the last variable). The same is true in the game: if A wants at any rate to avoid the cases where some leaves are discredited before M puts some value there, and M goes from left to right, A has essentially no choice (except for the last moment).
The idea of the actual strategy of M is to use either the advantage that M can gain when A deviates from the pattern (and discredits some leaf prematurely) or to use the advantage that M can gain when A follows the pattern for the first 1/4 of all leaves. For the first case, when M does not need to place anything in some prematurely discredited leaf M can safely place C = N/(N − 1) in all the other leaves (where N is the number of leaves). Note that it is much less than 2 that we planned initially but still enough for our purposes as we see later. For the second case, let us consider the Boolean values in the leaves that prevent shortcuts, i.e., the sequence 0100010101000100... 1 Every second place is occupied by a zero, that is, at every second leaf, t 0 is greater than 1. Hence, two levels below, t 0 is greater than 1/2 in all the nodes. And it is easy to see that the sequence of labels is the same there: at every second node, t 0 is greater than 1 again. Therefore, four levels below the leaves, t 0 is greater than 3/4 in all the nodes, and so on. The same works for t 1 , if we go through the "odd" levels (one, three, five,... levels below the leaves). Thus M can take any node, a sufficiently large subtree above it, and provide that, say, t 1 is close to 1 (though, may be, less than 1) in this node. Let the node be the leftmost grandchild of the root (where t 1 bets, but does not bet in the children of the root). Then t 1 is close to 1 in the left child of the root. Therefore it cannot exceed 1 significantly in the right child of the root, while t 0 does not exceed 1 there (since t 0 does not bet in the root). Now M concentrates on the right half of the subtree and can put, e.g., 4/3 in all its leaves (recall that 1/4 of all leaves remain free and the other 1/4 carries only C). But A's supermartingales do not exceed 1 significantly in the right child of the root and therefore the same is true for some path in the right half of the tree.
In both cases, M has achieved something, but these achievements differ. To reflect this, we have to change the definition of the finite game allowing two winning conditions for A. Let us now proceed with the details. (The motivation as explained above is not explicitly used in the sequel.)
Game on the finite tree: precise formulation
As we have explained, we do not achieve the earlier announced goal (M's supermartingale exceeds 2 in some leaf whereas A's supermartingales do not exceed 1 on the path to it).
Let us explain what we can really achieve and how to use this for the winning strategy in the infinite game.
Admissible increase of the supermartingales
We are not able to guarantee that (for the game on the finite tree) there exists a leaf where t increases while both t 0 , t 1 still do not exceed 1. Instead, we have to allow some small increase for t 0 and t 1 , limited by factor (1 + δ). These coefficients are multiplied along the tree chain, but we manage to have decreasing values of δ along the chain so the product is bounded by some constant.
On the other hand, we cannot guarantee also that t is multiplied at least by 2; only some smaller factor (depending on δ, as we will see) can be achieved. We have to ensure here that the product of these factors diverges to infinity.
More formally, for every finite subtree, a special version of lemma is used with appropriate factors (guaranteed increase for t and allowed increase for t 0 and t 1 ). The products of the corresponding factors for preceding subtrees (along the path from the root) are used as scaling factors for the current subtree. Note that scaling factors for M and A are different and are multiplied separately. The winning condition for the preceding games guarantees that the actual moves of A (divided by A's scaling factor) do not violate the rules of the game on the finite tree, and the moves of M in the game on the finite
Trees of variable height
The correction factors (possible increase of supermartingales in the game on finite tree) depend on the height of the finite tree the game is played on. These heights we may choose at our discretion, and we do this in such a way that the product of A's coefficients converges while the corresponding product of M's coefficients diverges.
Two winning cases
Unfortunately, even this scheme (two increase factors depending on the tree height) is not final. In the actual game on the finite tree, M wins in any of the two cases:
(1) either A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 do not increase at all on the path from the root to some leaf, whereas M's supermartingale t in this leaf increases (even a small increase in enough); (2) or A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 increase, but this increase is small while M's supermartingale t increases substantially.
More formally, for a tree of height h there are two pairs of real numbers, (M 1 (h), m 1 (h)) and (M 2 (h), m 2 (h)). A leaf is called winning (at some step of the game) if the leaf has the label i = 1 or the label i = 2 (attached by M as explained below) and t is greater than M i (h) in the leaf whereas t 0 , t 1 are not greater than m i (h) on the path to the leaf (here we speak about the current values of the supermartingales).
These pairs are:
(The exact values are not so important, we need only the properties mentioned above in (1) and (2); in fact, we use only odd values of h.)
As mentioned above, we have one additional requirement: M must indicate the type of the winning leaf. Namely, M can attach labels i = 1 or i = 2 to leaves; once attached, the label cannot be removed; a leaf cannot carry both labels. Note that if the conditions for supermartingales are fulfilled, but the leaf has no label or "wrong" label, this leaf is not a winning leaf. (We need this to choose correctly the height of the next tree.)
At last, we are ready for an exact statement: Main Lemma on games on finite trees. For this game on a tree of any odd height h 3, M has a winning strategy; this strategy guarantees that at least one winning leaf appears and remains winning forever.
We prove the lemma in the next section. Now let us show how the lemma is used to construct a winning strategy on the infinite tree.
M starts to play on a tree of a certain height, say h = 3. When a winning leaf appears, M adds a new tree on top of this leaf (having it as a root). This new tree has the same height h if i = 1, and it has a larger height h + 2 if i = 2. When this second-level tree gets a winning leaf, M adds a new tree according to the same rule, and so on. For technical convenience, we will assume that there is only one winning leaf at any moment postponing the others candidated until the current one is rejected. When a leaf is rejected we discard everything that grows from this leaf.
(Note that Figure refsupermart1 above does not show this adequately: as we go up, the heights of the trees grow; note also that the heights of trees of the same level may be different.)
Let us consider the infinite branch (it is unique under our assumption) obtained in the limit and the labels that appear along this branch. If there is only a finite number of labels i = 2 along it, then the heights of the trees along the branch are the same from some point, thus A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 do not increase after this point and M's supermartingale t increases every time by a small, but constant factor, hence t is unbounded.
Now consider the case of infinite number of i = 2 labels. For the trees where the winning leaf has the label i = 2, A's supermartingales t 0 , t 1 increase at most by the factor 1 + 1/(2
for odd h, and each h occurs only once. For the other trees, t 0 , t 1 do not increase, thus they are bounded. On the other hand, each of the infinitely many leaves with i = 2 provides that M's supermartingale t increases by a factor of 3/2, and for the other trees, t does not decrease (even increases a bit), hence t is not bounded. Therefore, in both cases, we get an infinite branch where A's supermatingales are bounded, whereas M's supermartingale is not.
Winning strategy
Let us describe M's winning strategy on a tree of some odd height h. Before the game starts, M selects some path from the root to one of the leaves, for example, the path that always goes left. Denote the nodes on this path A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , . . ., and denote their brothers by B 1 , B 2 , . . . (A 0 denotes the root). At the first move, M lets the value of supermartingale t to be c = 2 h /(2 h −1) in all the leaves above B 3 , B 5 , . . . (Fig. 3) and labels all these leafs with i = 1. Other leaves keep zero values. The values in the other (non-leaf) nodes are set so that t is a supermartingale, i.e. as the average over the leaves that are their descendants. (Recall that initially the value of t is zero everywhere except the root, where the value is 1 all the time.)
As a result of this move, several winning leaves appear. To avoid defeat, A has (at some point) to increase A's supermartingales: for each winning leaf, t 0 or t 1 must be made greater than 1 somewhere on the path to this leaf. Consider two variants: this happens either on the path to one of B 3 , B 5 , . . . or inside the subtrees rooted at B 3 , B 5 , . . . First case: One of A's supermartingales becomes greater than 1 in some A i (note that if a node is on the path to B j then this node is A i for some i).
M's move: Set supermartingale t to be equal to c in all leaves except the leaf on the selected path (the leftmost leaf A h in our case), and label all these leaves with i = 1. Below, t is adjusted by averaging (thus getting exactly 1 in the root).
Why this helps: Both A's supermartingales are not greater than 1 in the root. There exists a path where they both do not increase (let us construct this path from the root: the supermartingale that does not bet in the node does not change, and we choose the direction where the betting one does not increase). Hence, there is a leaf such that
A 7 c c c Figure 3 : The first move of M on the path to it both t 0 , t 1 are not greater than 1. This cannot be M's selected path (the leftmost one in our case), since it goes through all A i , including the "bad" one. But in all other leaves, M's supermartingale t is equal to c, thus one of them is winning.
Second case: In all the subtrees above B 3 , B 5 , . . ., A has increased t 0 or t 1 . Therefore, in all the nodes B 3 , B 5 , . . ., either t 0 or t 1 is greater than 1 (otherwise one can find a path from B j to a leaf where both t 0 , t 1 are not greater than one, i. e. a winning leaf).
Actually, we may assume here that the supermartingale that is greater than 1 in B j does not bet in B j and bets in the previous node A j−1 : the other possibility is covered by the first case, since the supermartingale that does not bet in A j−1 would have the same value (greater than 1) in A j−1 as in B j . Hence, one supermartingale is greater than 1 in all B 3 , B 5 , . . .. To be definite, we say that it is the "odd" supermartingale t 1 (this is literally true for first, third, and all the games on finite trees with the odd numbers, where t 1 bets in the roots; for the games with even numbers, t 0 and t 1 switch their roles).
Lower bound. We can obtain lower bounds for the values of t 1 in all A i , going down along M's selected path. The supermartingale t 1 does not bet in half of the nodes (and keeps its value) while in the other half the lower bound is averaged with a value greater than 1. Thus we get a bound as in Fig. 4 (the figure is for the tree of height 7). Since the supermartingale t 1 is not greater than 1 in the root and bets there, we get an upper bound for its value in B 1 : 9/8 for the case in the figure and 1 + 1/2 (h−1)/2 in general. M's second move: In all the leaves above B 1 , the value of t is set to 3/2, and the leaves are labeled with i = 2. Below, t is adjusted by averaging (it is easy to check that the value in the root does not exceed 1: in the second quarter of the leaves, t is zero, and in the first quarter, t is slightly greater than 1 in some leaves only).
Why this helps: In B 1 , both A's supermartingales are not greater than 1+1/2 (h−1)/2
(we have shown this for t 1 ; since t 0 does not bet in the root, it does not exceed 1 also in B 1 ), and this holds along some path to a leaf above B 1 . But M's supermartingale t is 3/2 there. The construction of the winning strategy for the game on the finite tree (and thus the proof of the theorem) is completed.
Non-uniform measures
Recall that martingales and supermartingales can be interpreted as a capital during a game. So far we have considered a game where the coin is symmetric. If the next bit is guessed correctly, the stake is doubled. But we can consider other distributions where the declared probabilities of 0 and 1 are not equal. In this case it is fair that a stake on a less probable outcome wins more than a stake on a more probable outcome. These "non-symmetric games" correspond to (super)martingales with respect to a measure. A non-negative function µ on binary strings is called a measure (probability distribution) if µ(Λ) = 1 and µ(x) = µ(x0) + µ(x1) for all strings x. A supermartingale with respect to measure µ is a non-negative function m on binary strings that satisfies the inequality
for all strings x. (For the uniform measure λ(x) = 2 −length(x) , we get our previous definition of supermartingales.)
When lower semicomputable supermartingales are considered, it is usually required that the measure is computable. The definition of Martin-Löf randomness is extended to the case of arbitrary computable measures in a natural way, and the randomness criterion based on lower semicomputable supermartingales works for the general case too.
We stated our main theorem for supermartingales with respect to the uniform measure. But it holds for a wider class of computable measures.
Theorem. Let µ be a computable measure such that the conditional probabilities for the next bit are separated from zero: ∃ε > 0 ∀x [µ(x0)/µ(x) > ε and µ(x1)/µ(x) > ε].
Then there exist a Martin-Löf non-random with respect to µ sequence ω such that no µ-supermartingale that bets every other step (only on even steps or only on odd steps) wins on ω.
The proof follows the same line with minimal changes: one should adjust thresholds in the winning conditions and select the path A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , . . . used in the winning strategy with some caution.
